Cushion Options
Poly Fiber | Standard. Our Standard cushion is made with a 1.8 dense, 24 lb.
compression polyurethane foam, which is then surrounded by polyester fiber for
softness. The foam is encased in a polyester fiber sewn ticking that allows the
cushion to breathe. The foam seat offers a soft surface feel that conforms to the
body. As needed, the actual construction of this cushion is modified to achieve the
degree of softness desired.
Extra Firm. Same cushion core as above, but modified by increasing the
compression for the extra firmness.
Spring Fiber. Within the center of the cushion, there is an encased spring coil unit
that offers support. The spring coil unit is layered on all four sides with a 1 inch cap
of 1.8 dense, 24 lb. compression, wrapped with polyester fibers and finally encased
with the polyester fiber sewn ticking. The Spring Fiber cushion provides deep firm
support.
Crown Royal. The central core is a 2.3 density high-resiliency Qualux foam with
a 16 lb. compression. Then a 2 oz. plush fiber crown patch is inserted on the top
and bottom, followed with a 2 oz. plush fiber wrap before being inserted into a
non-woven polyester sewn ticking. Our Crown Royal cushion provides the highest
crown and softest seat, yet will hold its shape better with use since the softness is
achieved within the core itself as well as the fiber wrap.
Ultra Spring Down Cushion/MicroDown Back. Starting with a high quality
Marshall spring unit featuring 2 inch coils, completely wrapped in 2 inch high
resiliency foam, the cushion is topped with an all-feather/down bag with downproof inner liner and ticking. We always recommend pairing this cushion with
a MicroDown back pillow – a super comfortable microfiber and feather/down
combination. The overall feel of this cushion/back pairing is dense and “meaty” but
also soft with a superb memory-return.
Royal Down. The central core is the 2.3 density high-resiliency Qualux foam with
a lower compression. Then a 2 oz. plush fiber crown patch is inserted on the top,
followed by a layer of 2 oz. Plush fiber and finished off with a downproof ticking
filled with a 50/50 down and feather/fiber blend.

